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   Week eight: Living mindfully for the rest of your days 

 

Over the last seven weeks I’ve tried to introduce you to, and give you a taste for, Mindful Living. 

This week is the most important of all; week eight is the rest of your life.  Mark Williams tells us 

that “Everyday life offers endless opportunities for you to stop, to focus, to remind yourself to be fully 

awake and present to what is happening right now’  your challenge – should you wish to accept it – 

is to weave the practises into a routine that matches your individual personality and lifestyle, and that 

you can sustain in the long term.  

 

 

                                                         Reflection and change 

 

In his book Full Catastrophe Living, Jon Kabat Zinn tells us - 

Sometimes, when faced with a problem, no matter how hard you 

try, no matter how much effort you put into solving the problem, 

you’re still stuck with the difficulty. Nothing seems to work. If you 

keep trying, you may become more and more tired and perhaps 

further away from a solution rather than nearer. In such 

circumstances, stop trying to solve the issue, and accept the 

circumstances for now. In this act of kindness to yourself, a solution 

may or may not arise. However, you’re likely to feel less angry, 

frustrated, stressed or depressed. The feeling of helplessness arises when you keep trying and no 

benefit seems to manifest itself. Acceptance is a change in itself.  

 

In this last week of the course, reflect on how the experience has been for you. What, if anything, 

have you found the most helpful? What aspects would like to integrate into your everyday life?  

 

I hope it’s helped you discover what works for you and what doesn’t, that it’s given you the 

confidence to experiment and that you’ll gradually use it as a tool for self-discovery, deepening your 

own understanding of who you are and your relationship with yourself, others and the wider 

environment. In meditation, your conceptual mind with its thoughts and ideas stops being the only 

reference point for you.   

 

 

Week Eight is the rest of your life  

  

I’ve copied this from my week eight work sheet from the MBCT course in the book by Mark 

Williams and Danny Penman. MINDFULNESS Finding Peace in a Frantic World. The task now is 

to weave the practices into a routine that is sustainable in the long term.  

  

Mindfulness can serve as an emergency parachute. It needs weaving every day, so that it's ready and 

waiting should you encounter an emergency. Here are some tips:  

  

 Start the day with mindfulness when you open your eyes, gently pause before taking five 

deliberate breaths. This is your chance to reconnect with your body. If you feel tired, anxious, 
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unhappy or in any way distressed, see these feelings and thoughts as mental events condensing and 

dissolving in the space of awareness. If your body aches, recognise these sensations as sensations. 

See if you can accept all of your thoughts, feelings and sensations in a gentle and compassionate 

way. There is no need to try and change them. Accept them — since they are already here. Having 

stepped out of automatic pilot in this way, you might choose to scan the body for a minute or two, 

or focus on the breath, or do some gentle stretches before getting out of bed.  

 Use Breathing Spaces to punctuate your day using Breathing Spaces at pre-set times helps you 

to re-establish your focus in the here and now, so that you can respond with wisdom and 

compassion to thoughts, feelings and bodily sensations as you move through the day.  

 Maintain your Mindfulness practice as best you can, continue with your formal meditation 

practice. They are the practices that support your Breathing Spaces and help you to maintain 

mindfulness throughout as much of your daily life as possible.  

 Befriend your feelings whatever you feel, as best you can, see if you can bring an open and kind-

hearted awareness to all of your feelings. Remember to roll out the welcome mat to even your 

most painful thoughts, such as fatigue, fear, frustration, loss, guilt or sadness, this will diffuse your 

automatic reactions and transform a cascade of reactions into a series of choices.  

 When you feel tired, frustrated, anxious, angry or any other powerful emotion take a 

Breathing Space this will 'ground' your thoughts, diffuse your negative emotions and reconnect 

you with your bodily sensations. You will then be in a better position to make skilful decisions. 

For example, if you feel tired you may choose to do some stretches to reawaken and re-energise 

your body.  

 Mindful activities Whatever you do, see if you can remain mindful throughout as much of the day 

as possible. For example, when you are washing dishes, try and feel the water, the plates, and the 

fluctuating sensations in your hands. When you are outside, look around and observe the sights, 

sounds and smells of the world around you. Can you feel the pavement through your shoes? Can 

you taste or smell the air? Can you feel it moving through your hair and caressing your skin?  

 Increase your level of exercise walking, cycling, gardening, going to the gym — anything 

physical can be used to help weave your parachute. See if you can bring a mindful and curious 

attitude to your body as you exercise. Notice the thoughts and feelings as they arise. Pay close 

attention if you feel the need to 'grit your teeth' or you start to feel the first stirrings of aversion or 

other negative thoughts or sensations. See if you can gently observe the sensations as they unfold. 

Breathe with, and into, their intensity. Gently increase the length and intensity of your exercises, 

but always try and remain mindful.  

 Remember the breath the breath is always there for you. It anchors you in the present. It is like 

a good friend. It reminds you that you are OK just as you are.  
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Making Choices 

 

It is time for you to decide which practice or combination of practices you think is sustainable for 

you in the long term. You should be realistic and remember that your choice is not set in stone. You 

can change it from day to day, from week to week or from year to year, to match the demands being 

made upon you and what it is you want to explore through your practice. 

 

Sometimes, you may feel the need for reconnecting with the body in the Body Scan, while at other 

times, you might choose deliberately to bring a worry or problem right into the centre of your 

practice, using the Exploring Difficulty meditation. The choice is yours. You now have the skills to 

decide for yourself and like me, I’m sure you have your most and least favourites.  

 

 

Remember this from week one? I use it a lot, I suffer (!) from foot and 

mouth. I open my mouth and put my foot in it. I keep trying and use this to 

remind myself. 

 

The advantages of awareness, acceptance, and mindfully responding to 

situations – rather than immediately responding habitually on pre-

programmed automatic pilot – is one of the core foundations to mindfulness. 

The acceptance of what is will help you to respond skilfully to challenges, 

especially if that reaction is aggressiveness or fear.  

 

 

Weaving mindfulness into our everyday lives 

 

We do this by paying attention to our life, to the ordinary everyday things, noticing when we slip into 

automatic pilot and deciding if this is where we want to be right now, remembering that often when 

on automatic mode, we very easily slide into obscurity, each moment merging with the next and when 

we look back, we have hardly any recollection of what happened, never tasting that cup of tea or packet 

of crisps, you can never reclaim that time, you’ll never eat that packet of crisps again. 

 

Mindfulness helps us to reconnect with our life, by noticing the sky above us and the earth below our 

feet and the people around us, we look beyond ourselves, we gain a wider perspective on our own life 

and our place on the planet. 

 

Here’s a couple of reminders of how to mindfully carry out some everyday tasks 

 

Mindful Eating. How often do we eat quickly, while chatting to family and 

friends, and sometimes have not much recollection of what we ate? 

The stomach takes about 20 minutes to let the brain know that we are full, so if 

we eat too quickly, that message arrives after we have already eaten too much. 

This is not a problem occasionally, say for instance if we’re out enjoying the 

company of friends, but not good on a daily basis. Also, if we continually eat too 

fast, we don’t savour our food properly because it’s not in our mouth long 

enough. 

 

Bring curiosity and exploration to the act of eating: But remember you can ask these questions of 

yourself continually throughout your day. 

 

 What do you see? 
 What can you smell? 
 What does it feel like? 
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 What can you hear? 
 What can you taste? 

 

As we become aware of what we put into our mouths we begin to make deliberate choices, if we are 

focusing on tasting our food, we want it to taste as good as it can be. We begin to notice how we feel 

after certain foods and naturally gravitate towards those that give us energy rather than make us feel 

sluggish. Also, we become aware of the point of choice when we are reaching for something – this 

gives us time to pause and make a conscious decision about what we are going to eat, rather than 

eating mindlessly. And if you do decide to take the chocolate or biscuit – savour it mindfully! 

 

Drinking tea. Vietnamese meditation teacher Thich Nhat Hanh suggests we drink 

tea to drink tea, other beverages are available. He tells us to try this: 

 

Sitting down, be with your cup of tea. Explore the tea with your senses… feeling 

the heat of the cup against your hands… drinking in the scent of the leaves (perhaps 

experiment with herbal teas)… noticing the colour of the liquid… perhaps the odd leaf floating 

around…..becoming aware of the movement of bringing the cup to your lips, noticing any physical 

response in anticipation… experiencing the taste….noticing whether it’s an ahh of pleasure or a 

shudder of distaste (and remembering that we are trying to have a particular experience, instead of 

just being with the experience)…. Whenever your mind gets pulled away by thoughts (which it will), 

just noticing where you have gone and then coming back, kindly and gently to the body and the 

sensations you felt…… really drink your tea……I don’t think this would work quite the same with 

tea bags LOL! 

 

Doing the dishes to do the dishes, We’re still with Thich Nhat Hanh on this one. 

He describes this activity as ‘washing the dishes in order to wash dishes’ – that is, 

doing an activity that might be considered boring and giving it your full attention. 

He tells us that very often we rush through the action of washing dishes to get the 

end result – clean dishes – and perhaps then to reward ourselves with a relaxing 

cup of tea. Yet when we sit down to drink the tea, we do so without any sense of 

enjoyment as we have already moved our attention on to the next thing. 

 

When we focus on what we are doing, we often discover an interest in it. I’ve noticed that how I 

approach an activity affects my relationship with it, if I’m forced or feel obliged to do something, I 

often feel resentful and resistant to it. But if I make a conscious choice to do an activity – even if it’s 

something I want to do – I approach it from a different perspective and what happens next is affected 

by this change. And sometimes I end up enjoying a task I previously disliked. 

 

There’s a whole host of everyday tasks you can do mindfully, and obviously you aren’t going to 

drink every cup of tea as Thich Nhat Hanh,(and by the way he’s known as Thay), suggests, but try 

and find time once a day or at the very least once a week. 

 

Look back over week six to Einstein and his ‘optical delusion of his consciousness’ This is the self-

limiting thoughts and beliefs about who you are and your place in the world. Through mindfulness 

comes insight, and you begin to walk on a journey towards healing, wholeness, well-being, knowing 

that all beings are connected, and remember that you don’t have to travel far for this: the present 

moment is right here right now and the choice is yours to live it on purpose, in the present moment 

and non-judgementally; or in other words, knowing what you are doing while you’re doing it. 
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Whichever practices you decide upon, many find that making space in the day for the 

Breathing Space is a great blessing. It's always there for you in moments of stress or 

unhappiness. It's the perfect way of checking in with yourself during the day. In many 

ways, the main meditation practice that you eventually decide upon is there to support 

your Breathing Spaces. It's your parachute. Many people who practice mindfulness say that it's the 

most important thing they've ever learned. 

 

And just to recap………… 

Mindfulness is deliberately paying attention, non-judgmentally. 

Mindfulness encompasses both internal processes and external 

environments. 

Mindfulness is being aware of what is present for you mentally, 

emotionally and physically in each moment. 

With practice, mindfulness cultivates the possibility of freeing 

yourself of reactive, habitual patterns of thinking, feeling and 

acting.  

Mindfulness promotes balance, choice, wisdom and acceptance 

of what is. 

Mindfulness is about opening up your mind. 

Mindfulness is patience and repetition; these are the most 

important ingredients. 

Mindfulness is allowing yourself to be imperfect. 

Mindfulness is giving yourself credit, congratulate yourself for taking the time to be present and for 

noticing when your mind has wandered, every new path is made up of small steps. 

 

In a nutshell: The basic core of Mindfulness is living as a whole person, in awareness of mind, 

body, emotions and senses, and in appreciation, compassion and gratitude for the whole of nature 

and our environment. And especially hope for ours and the planet’s future… Nikki Banas tells us in 

her poem ‘Hope” If you only carry one thing throughout your entire life, let it be hope. Let it 

be hope that better things are always ahead. Let it be hope that you can get through even the 

toughest of times. Let it be hope that you are stronger than any challenge that comes your 

way. Let it be hope that you are exactly where you are meant to be right now, and that you 

are on the path to where you are meant to be ... because during these times, hope will be the 

very thing that carries you through"  

 

And remember; each of us is different, we each have a different reason and purpose for practicing 

mindfulness, you’re the best judge of what works for you and what doesn’t. If meditation hurts 

mentally, don’t do it today, today just breathe and come back tomorrow. If it hurts physically, try and 

stay with it for just a minute, and then maybe one more…and very importantly, enjoy your mindful 

life…. When the going gets tough, focus on the ‘good’ the ‘happy’ and the ‘beautiful’.    

 

I’ll leave you with this: Sharon Salzberg tells us mindfulness is the ultimate mobile device, you can 

use it anytime, anywhere, but you just have to remember to use it. 
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Coincidentally, our last poem is from Jeff, it’s also by Nikki Banas………… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


